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Abstract9

This experiment tested transitivity of preferences in individuals using the stimulus design of10

Butler and Pogrebna (2018). That design was constructed to find violations of transitivity11

that would occur if people chose the alternative with a higher probability of yielding better12

outcomes. Each choice problem was presented 60 times (replicated twice in each of 30 ses-13

sions). The individual true and error (TE) model was used to estimate incidence of transitive14

and intransitive preference patterns and error rates for each choice problem for each person.15

Although the data of most participants were consistent with transitivity, 7 of 22 participants16

showed significant evidence of intransitive preferences patterns at least part of the time,17

and 14 participants showed evidence of changing true preferences over time. Systematic18

violations of the assumption that responses are independently and identically distributed19

(iid) were observed. Although TE models assume errors are mutually independent, they20

do not imply that responses will satisfy iid; instead, responses will violate independence21

when there is a mixture of preference patterns. Markov true and error (MARTER) models22

in which parameters can change gradually over sessions imply positive correlations between23

the frequency of preference reversals and the gaps between sessions. Positive correlations24

were observed for 21 of 22 participants; these were significant for all but 7, 4 of whom were25

compatible with a single true preference pattern throughout the study. Advantages of TE26

models (which can analyze response patterns and choice proportions) over older approaches27

(which analyze only binary choice proportions) are discussed.28

Keywords: choice, choice errors, random utility, risky decision making, transitivity of29

preference, true and error model30
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1 Introduction33

If preferences are transitive, then for all X, Y, and Z, if X ≻ Y and Y ≻ Z, then X ≻ Z,34

where ≻ denotes "is truly preferred to". When a formal property like transitivity is tested35

empirically, however, it might be that individual responses (expressed preferences) violate the36

property because those responses contain random error. Further, different people might have37

different true preferences, and the same person might change true preferences from session38

to session. Such changing preferences might lead to apparent violations of transitivity when39

in fact at any given time, each person’s true preferences are transitive. Given these sources40

of variation in observed preferences, investigators have debated how to discover whether41

observed violations might be due to random error, to changing preferences, to individual42

differences, or if they instead reflect truly intransitive behavior.43

When devising a test of transitivity, researchers begin with a rival model that is not44

transitive and choose X, Y, and Z such that this rival model implies an intransitive cycle of45

preferences. A number of papers explored violations of transitivity predicted by lexicographic46

semiorder models (Tversky, 1969; Budescu & Weiss, 1987; Birnbaum, 2010; Birnbaum &47

Gutierrez, 2007; Birnbaum & Bahra, 2012b; Birnbaum & LaCroix, 2008; Cavagnaro &48

Davis-Stober, 2014; Ranyard, Montgomery, Konstantinidis, & Taylor, 2020; Regenwetter,49

Dana, & Davis-Stober, 2011).50

Editing mechanisms and contextual assimilation or contrast effects might also produce in-51

transitive preferences (Birnbaum & Gutierrez, 2007; Birnbaum, Navarro-Martinez, Ungemach,52

Stewart, & Quispe-Torreblanca, 2016; Müller-Trede, Sher, & McKenzie, 2015).53

Regret theory (Loomes & Sugden, 1982) is a model that can violate transitivity, and54

a separate branch of literature developed searching for violations of transitivity implied by55

regret theory (Birnbaum & Schmidt, 2008), a rival similarity theory (Leland, 1998), or by56

related integrative contrast models (Birnbaum & Diecidue, 2015; González-Vallejo, 2002).57
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Some reviews concluded that violations of transitivity of preference reported in the lit-58

erature are not very impressive and might be due to error (e.g., Luce, 2000; Rieskamp,59

Busemeyer, & Mellers, 2006; Cavagnaro & Davis-Stober, 2014).60

However, Butler and Pogrebna (2018) devised a set of gambles based on an intransitive,61

most probable winner (MPW) theory (Butler & Blavatskyy, 2020) that appeared to produce62

systematic violations of transitivity. Their design used 11 sets of three gambles ("triples"),63

each of which provided exactly three equally likely cash prizes with no more than two distinct64

values. For example: X = (15, 15, 3), Y = (10, 10, 10), and Z = (27, 5, 5), where X = (15,65

15, 3) represents a gamble with two equal chances to win 15 pounds and one equal chance66

out of three to win 3 pounds. The values were chosen so that each choice compared a "safe"67

alternative with lower range of values against a "riskier" alternative with higher range and68

higher expected value.69

In addition, the levels were chosen so that if the gambles are played independently, the70

probability that X gives a higher prize than Y is 2/3; the probability that Y gives a higher71

outcome than Z is 2/3; and the probability that Z gives a higher prize than X is 5/9. So, if72

a person chose the MPW—the alternative most likely to give a higher outcome—her or his73

choices would be intransitive.74

The study by Butler and Pogrebna (2018) was a group study in which 100 individuals75

judged each of 33 choice problems (11 triples) twice. They reported some violations of76

transitivity of the type implied by the MPW model, but a greater number of violations of77

the opposite type. They used traditional methods of data analysis that are criticized in the78

next section because they are not fully diagnostic with respect to the issue of transitivity.79

A reanalysis of the Butler and Pogrebna data using a true and error (TE) model found80

that there was modest, but statistically significant evidence of systematic violations of tran-81

sitivity (Birnbaum, 2020): It was estimated that 11% of the preference patterns were com-82

patible with MPW, and about 18% were intransitive preferences of the opposite type. Four83
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of the 11 triples had estimated incidences of intransitive behavior that were statistically84

significant, according to the TE analysis. Birnbaum (2020) and Butler (2020) agreed that85

the stimuli of Butler and Pogrebna (2018) had generated systematic evidence of violation of86

transitivity and that this design should be pursued in further investigations of this property.87

When a certain percentage of a group of participants show a particular phenomenon88

(in this case, violate transitivity), it might be that each person exhibits the property some89

fraction of the time, or perhaps only a few people show the effect consistently.90

A major purpose of this research is to obtain sufficient data from each person to allow91

individual analysis to answer these questions: Can the Butler and Pogrebna findings be92

replicated, and if so, does each person exhibit intransitive preferences a fraction of the93

time or do only a few people exhibit intransitive preferences consistently? To address these94

questions, response patterns and sequences will be analyzed via the individual True and Error95

Theory (iTET) to properly address these questions. These analytic methods are necessary96

because methods used in the past can easily lead to wrong conclusions regarding the issue97

of transitivity (Birnbaum, 2013; Birnbaum & Wan, 2020).98

1.1 Criticisms of Transitivity Research99

For the past 70 years, researchers debated how to analyze formal properties of algebraic the-100

ories when data might contain multiple sources of variability or error. Luce (1997) identified101

this problem as an unresolved challenge facing mathematical psychology. In the case of the102

formal property of transitivity of preference, the property is defined on three binary prefer-103

ences, so an "error" in any of three choice problems could easily cause the property to be104

violated in individual responses when it was actually satisfied by a person’s true preferences.105

Similarly, error might cause transitivity to appear to be acceptable when true preferences106

are not transitive.107

In an attempt to deal with the problem that responses might contain error, some re-108
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searchers re-defined "transitivity" in terms of binary choice probabilities, but that approach109

does not really solve the problem. For example, Weak Stochastic Transitivity (WST) is110

defined as p(XY) ≥ 1/2 and p(YZ) ≥ 1/2 =⇒ p(ZX) ≤ 1/2, where p(XY) is the probability111

that X is chosen over Y. However, if an individual has a mixture of true preferences such112

that 1/3 of the time, the true preference order is X ≻ Y ≻ Z, 1/3 of the time the preference113

order is Y ≻ Z ≻ X and 1/3 of the time, Z ≻ X ≻ Y, then WST is violated even though114

at any given time, all preference patterns are perfectly transitive, because the binary choice115

probabilities in this case are: p(XY) = 2/3, p(YZ)=2/3, and p(ZX) = 2/3. Thus, WST can116

be violated when there is a mixture of transitive true preferences.1117

Different individuals might have different true preference orders, so WST can easily be118

violated in group data if data are combined across people who, if analyzed separately, might119

each show perfectly transitive data. Therefore, in either group or individual analysis, WST120

could be violated if the data arise from a mixture of transitive preferences.121

Recognizing that WST is not a diagnostic test of transitivity, some investigators counted122

frequencies of response patterns rather than merely examine binary choices. A "pattern"123

is a conjunction of responses to several choice problems. Some investigators compared the124

frequency of one type of intransitive response cycle (e.g., X chosen over Y, Y chosen over Z,125

and Z chosen over X) with the frequency of the opposite intransitive cycle (Y chosen over126

X, Z chosen over Y, and X chosen over Z), and if the cycle implied by a particular theory127

was significantly more frequent than its opposite, this "asymmetry" was taken as evidence128

of systematic intransitive preferences. However, such asymmetry can easily occur as a result129

of error (Sopher & Gigliotti, 1993).2 Furthermore, symmetry of intransitive patterns could130

occur if a person has both types of true intransitive preference cycles. Therefore, inequality131

1Note that p(XY) refers to the probability that X is chosen over Y; P (XY) will denote the choice pro-
portion obtained in an experiment. Neither of these should be confused with the probability that the true
preference is X ≻ Y.

2Examples will be given in Section 4.3 of the Discussion.
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(or equality) of response patterns is also not a diagnostic test of transitivity. Birnbaum132

and Schmidt (2008) showed that in order to properly address the substantive question of133

transitivity, one must have a method for estimating error that does not itself assume a134

particular theory such as that all error rates are equal, that error rates are proportional to135

differences in utility, that there is only a single true preference pattern, or that transitivity136

holds for all patterns in a mixture.137

Some argued that the Triangle Inequality (TI) has an advantage over WST as a test of138

transitive preferences (Morrison, 1963): TI would not be violated by an errorless mixture of139

perfectly transitive preference patterns. The Triangle Inequality (TI) is defined as follows:140

1 ≤ p(XY) + p(YZ) + p(ZX) ≤ 2.141

Morrison (1963) argued that both TI and WST should be tested.142

Regenwetter, Dana, and Davis-Stober (2011) developed a statistical test of TI and its143

extension with more than 3 stimuli and declared that such analysis was "the currently most144

complete solution to the [Luce’s] challenge in the case of transitivity of binary preference."145

However, Birnbaum (2011, 2013) and Birnbaum and Wan (2020) noted that their meth-146

ods can easily fail to discriminate data that were generated from transitive or intransitive147

generating models.148

The TI is not a diagnostic test of transitivity because it is possible for the TI to be149

satisfied when transitivity should be rejected, and it is possible for TI to be systematically150

violated when data are generated from a transitive process. TI can be systematically violated151

even when an individual has only one true preference pattern, if there are random errors of152

responding. For example, suppose an individual has only a single true preference order, X153

≻ Y ≻ Z, and suppose that random errors occur in the XY and YZ choice problems 10% of154

the time, and suppose the error rate is 30% in the ZX choice problem: then p(XY) = 0.9,155

p(YZ) = 0.9, and p(ZX) = 0.3, so their sum is 2.1, violating TI.3156

3This case is not a statistical, Type I error, because these violations of TI are properties of the population,
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Furthermore, it is possible that both TI and WST can be perfectly satisfied even when157

most true preference patterns in a mixture are intransitive. For example, suppose an indi-158

vidual has a mixture of preference patterns in which one-third are X ≻ Y, Y ≻ Z, and Z159

≻ X, one-third are Y ≻ X, Z ≻ Y, and X ≻ Z, and one-third are transitive, X ≻ Y, Y ≻160

Z, and X ≻ Z. In this case, p(XY) = 2/3, p(YZ) = 2/3, and p(ZX) = 1/3, so both TI and161

WST are satisfied and yet two-thirds of the true preference patterns are intransitive.162

Examples like these were presented in Birnbaum (2012), Birnbaum and Gutierrez (2007)163

and Birnbaum and Wan (2020) to show that WST, TI, and other such analyses based on164

binary proportions are simply not diagnostic tests of transitivity. Some people hoped that165

such problems might be avoided by using more than three stimuli, but Birnbaum (2012,166

Table A.6, p. 106) presented examples with five stimuli (ten binary choice problems) to167

illustrate that both transitive and intransitive mixture models can imply the same exact168

binary proportions, so it would be misguided to think that these problems go away if we169

increase the number of choices in the study. To address the issue of transitivity of preference,170

we need better studies and better methods of analysis. In the next section, it is shown how171

replications and a model to analyze response patterns (including replications!) can allow us172

to not only estimate error rates for each item but also to estimate the incidences of transitive173

and intransitive preference patterns in a mixture.174

1.2 True and Error (TE) Models175

The models I call "true and error" models are extensions of those in Lichtenstein and Slovic176

(1971), who sought to determine whether reversals of preference are "real" or due to error,177

combined with insights from Spearman (1904), who observed that repeated measures might178

be correlated because of a common true factor that is perturbed by random error. I use179

the term "true and error" by analogy with the terminology used in classical test theory180

not merely of a sample.
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(Spearman, 1904; Novick, 1966; Birnbaum & LaCroix, 2008). Despite points of similarity,181

however, the equations that arise in TE theory of choice are different from those used in182

classical test theory for test scores, which have been applied in studies of judgment (e.g.,183

Budescu, Wallsten, & Au, 1997; Erev, Wallsten, & Budescu, 1994).184

In classical test theory, a measurement, x (e.g., a test score), is represented as the sum of185

a true score, T , and a random error, E; i.e., x = T +E. In the simplest TE model of choice186

responses, however, a person deciding between X and Y might be in either the true state187

of X ≻ Y or of Y ≻ X. If the person truly prefers X, the person might make an error with188

probability e and respond "Y", and if Y ≻ X, the person might respond "X" by error. Let189

1 = choice of X in the XY choice problem and 2 = choice of Y. Let p1 be the probability of190

truly preferring X ≻ Y. Assuming both types of errors have equal probability, let e represent191

the probability to make an error in responding in the XY choice problem. Then p(1), the192

probability to choose X over Y, is given by p(1) = p1(1 − e) + (1 − p1)e; that is, a person193

might choose X by truly preferring X and making no error or by truly preferring Y and194

making an error. Note that p(1) is not the same as p1, the probability that X ≻ Y.195

When a person responds to a choice problem, she or he might make an "error" due to196

factors such as misreading the problem, erroneously remembering the information, failing197

to properly aggregate the information to reach a decision, misremembering the decision, or198

pushing the wrong response button. Random variation in evaluation, comparison, memory,199

aggregation, and response processes can all contribute to what is called "error" in these200

models. From session to session, a person may also make different responses because her201

true preferences changed; true changes of preference are not treated as error.202

A difficulty in past research has been to distinguish variation in response due to random203

error from variation due to true changes in preference. In the past, it was assumed, for exam-204

ple, that error rates can be estimated from what is not predicted by a particular theory (the205

"residual"), that rates of error are equal for all items, as if errors are produced by a "trem-206
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bling hand" rather than by a "trembling brain," that error rates might be proportional to207

subjective differences on an underlying continuum, or that variability of response is produced208

either by true changes of preference or by error but not by both. Those old-fashioned ways209

of defining, assuming, or modelling error are not only arbitrary and empirically questionable210

but also unnecessary, because we can do better by using replications.211

1.2.1 Replications Allow Estimation of Error212

Birnbaum (2004, p. 57-63) showed that if one obtains replications of the same choice prob-213

lems within person and within session, one can estimate error rates for each choice problem214

(see also Birnbaum & Bahra, 2012a, 2012b). A key modelling assumption is that within a215

brief session, reversals of expressed preference by the same person to the same choice problem216

are due to random errors. It is important to distinguish between "replications" (within a217

brief session) and "repetitions" (between sessions), because it is possible that a person might218

change true preferences between sessions.219

Consider the case of a single choice problem, XY, replicated twice in each of many220

sessions, suitably embedded randomly among many other such choice trials. Let 1 = choice221

of X and 2 = choice of Y in the XY choice problem. Within each session, there are four222

possible response patterns: 11, 12, 21, and 22, where 11 indicates expressed preference for223

X in both replications, 12 indicates expressed preference for X in the first replication and Y224

in the second (a preference reversal), and so on. If we assume that errors are independent of225

each other and are independent of true preferences, the probabilities of these four response226
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patterns are as follows:227

p(11) = p1(1− e)(1− e) + (1− p1)e
2

p(12) = p1(1− e)e+ (1− p1)e(1− e)

p(21) = p1e(1− e) + (1− p1)(1− e)e

p(22) = p1e
2 + (1− p1)(1− e)(1− e)

(1)

It follows that p(12)+p(21) = 2e(1−e); this quadratic equation relates error rates to reversals228

of response between replications. For example, if e = 0.1, then a person would agree with her229

or his own expressed preferences 82% of the time between replications; conversely, if there230

are 18% response reversals between replications, e = 0.1. From the frequencies of these four231

patterns (which have 3 df because they sum to 1), one can estimate e and p1, leaving one232

degree of freedom to test this model. By incorporating replications and analyzing response233

patterns, therefore, one can estimate true preference probabilities and error rates separately234

for each choice problem (Birnbaum, 2004; Birnbaum & Schmidt, 2008; Birnbaum & Bahra,235

2012a, 2012b). Even more constraint becomes available when we analyze replicated response236

patterns from several choice problems simultaneously, as is done in the section after the next237

one.238

1.2.2 Errors are Independent but Responses are Not239

Although errors are assumed to be mutually independent, these equations show that re-240

sponses are not independent in general; i.e., p(11) ̸= p(1)p(1), where p(1) is the binary241

probability of choosing X over Y, because p(1) = p(1 − e) + (1 − p)e, and p(11) = p1(1 −242

e)2 + (1 − p1)e
2 ̸= [p(1 − e) + (1 − p)e]2. Response independence can hold in special cases,243

however, such as when p1 = 0 or p1 = 1, or when there is a mixture of true preferences (i.e.,244

p1 is intermediate, 0 < p1 < 1) and e = 0, as assumed in certain "random preference" or245
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"random utility" models.246

In order to clarify the distinction between error independence ("TE independence")247

and response independence, Birnbaum (2013) presented examples of hypothetical data to248

show how statistical tests might either satisfy or violate response independence or "TE-249

independence;" the examples illustrate that mere satisfaction or rejection of either indepen-250

dence property neither guarantees nor rules out the other.4 This distinction provides another251

analogy to classical test theory, where it is also the case that errors are assumed independent252

but observed test scores are definitely not independent, and in fact, it is often the matrix of253

(nonzero) correlations among observed scores that is the focus of the analysis.254

More complex TE models and corresponding software have been developed in the case255

of two replications of two choice problems for the analysis of two-choice properties such as256

Allais paradoxes. Software using Monte Carlo simulation of test statistics and bootstrap-257

ping for parameter estimations was presented by Birnbaum and Quispe-Torreblanca (2018).258

Computer software implementing Bayesian methods has been created by Lee (2018) and by259

Schramm (2020). For cases examined so far, major conclusions have been largely the same260

when analyzed by these two statistical approaches (Lee, 2018; Birnbaum, 2019).261

Applications of TE theory to the issue of transitivity of preference appear in a number262

of papers (Birnbaum & Bahra, 2012b; Birnbaum & Diecidue, 2015; Birnbaum & Gutierrez,263

2007; Birnbaum & Schmidt, 2008; Birnbaum, et al., 2016). Gain-loss separability is also a264

similar property of three choice problems (Birnbaum & Bahra, 2007). The TE model has265

been applied in studies with four choice problems (Birnbaum & LaCroix, 2008) and in tests266

of transitivity with five stimuli (Birnbaum & Gutierrez, 2007; Birnbaum & Bahra, 2012b, see267

Appendix F, p. 560 and Table H.1, p. 565). Computer programs for fitting TE models to268

4Birnbaum (2013) refuted the false claim of Cha, Choi, Guo, Regenwetter, & Zwilling (2013), who claimed
that TE models either assume responses are independent or they become untestable. Cha, et al. (2013)
attempted to dispute Birnbaum’s (2012) reanalysis, which showed that data of Regenwetter, et al. (2011)
systematically violated iid, but Birnbaum (2013) refuted their objections.
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empirical tests of transitivity and for simulation of such data via various stochastic models269

are available from the Online supplement to Birnbaum and Wan (2020).270

1.2.3 Analysis of Response Patterns271

In a test of transitivity with three choice problems (XY, YZ, and ZX), there are 8 possible272

response patterns in each triple of choices. Let 1 and 2 indicate expressed preference for the273

first and second listed alternatives in each of the three respective choice problems. Then274

111 represents the intransitive pattern of choosing X over Y, Y over Z, and Z over X; 222 is275

the opposite intransitive cycle, and the other six patterns (112, 121, 122, 211, 212, 221) are276

transitive. When each choice problem is replicated (presented twice) in each session, there277

are 64 possible response patterns for these six choice problems; the frequencies of these 64278

response patterns provide the constraints to estimate the 8 probabilities of true preference279

patterns and the three error rates.280

The 3 error rates, e1, e2, and e3, represent the probabilities that the participant’s re-281

sponses in choice problems XY, YZ, and ZX would not match true preferences, respectively.282

Errors are assumed to be mutually independent. The probabilities of the 8 true preference283

patterns, p111, p112, p121, p122, p211, p212, p221, and p222 sum to 1. If no one ever has an284

intransitive true preference cycle, then p111 = p222 = 0; this definition of transitivity matches285

the original definition of transitivity that X ≻ Y and Y ≻ Z =⇒ X ≻ Z.286

1.2.4 Fitting TE Model to Replicated Data287

According to the iTET fitting model, which allows both transitive and intransitive patterns,288

the "expected" (i.e., "fitted" or "predicted") frequency that the individual would show the289

response pattern 111, for example, on both replications of three choice problems (denoted290
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111,111) is given as follows:291

E111,111 = n[p111(1− e1)
2(1− e2)

2(1− e3)
2

+ p112(1− e1)
2(1− e2)

2(e3)
2

+ p121(1− e1)
2(e2)

2(1− e3)
2

+ p122(1− e1)
2(e2)

2(e3)
2

+ p211(e1)
2(1− e2)

2(1− e3)
2

+ p212(e1)
2(1− e2)

2(e3)
2

+ p221(e1)
2(e2)

2(1− e3)
2

+ p222(e1)
2(e2)

2(e3)
2]

(2)

where E111,111 is the "expected" frequency (count) that this person shows the 111 response292

pattern in both replications in a session. Note that if a person has the true preference293

pattern of 111, then she or he would have to push the appropriate buttons on randomly294

ordered trials (with counterbalanced positions) in order to make no errors on six choice295

problems to exhibit this response pattern. If the true pattern were 112, then this response296

pattern could occur if she or he made an error on the ZX choice problem twice. There are297

64 equations (including Equation 2) for the predicted frequencies of the 64 possible response298

patterns for six responses. Each "expected" frequency is simply n times the theoretical299

probability, where n is the number of sessions.300

To fit the model to the 64 observed frequencies, one can use a computer program to301

estimate the parameters that minimize the index G (sometimes denoted G2), defined as302

follows:303

G = 2
∑∑

Oij ln (Oij/Eij) (3)

where the summation is over the 64 cells, Oij is the observed frequency (count) in the cell,304
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and Eij is the "expected" frequency. The indices, i and j, represent the 8 response patterns305

for the first and second replications, respectively; i.e., i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 8 correspond to 111,306

112, 121, . . . , 222, respectively; i.e., E11 corresponds to E111,111. Minimizing G is equivalent307

to a maximum likelihood solution.308

Transitivity is the assumption that preferences are never intransitive; i.e., it is a special309

case of TE model in which p111 = p222 = 0. The difference in G between the general model310

and the transitive special case is a test statistic for the transitive model. The suggested311

procedure is to first evaluate the TE model, and then test the special case of transitivity; so312

there are two statistical tests. In the case of small n, one can use computer software developed313

in Birnbaum, et al. (2016) to estimate the distributions of these two test statistics using314

Monte Carlo methods.315

When the equations for the TE model (including Equation 2) are fit to minimize G in316

Equation 3, the index of fit tests the assumption that the errors are mutually independent–317

an extension of what Birnbaum (2013) called "TE independence"– it does not test nor does318

it assume that responses are independent. Response independence is the assumption that319

any conjunction of responses is simply the product of the binary probabilities of the compo-320

nent responses. For example, response independence implies that the expected frequency of321

repeating the 111 pattern in both replicates is given as follows:322

E ′
111,111 = n[p(XY )]2[p(Y Z)]2[p(ZX)]2 (4)

where E ′
111,111 is the expected frequency of repeating the 111 pattern according to response323

independence; and p(XY ), p(Y Z), and p(ZX) are the probabilities of choosing X, Y, and Z324

in the XY, YZ, and ZX choices, respectively. TE independence and response independence325

can be viewed as alternative (rival) theories that can be fit to the same 8 by 8 array and326

compared. This theory can be evaluated by the same statistical test in Equation 3, using E ′
327
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instead of E.328

Response independence will typically be violated in the TE model when the person has a329

mixture of true preference patterns. Although response independence need not be satisfied330

in TE models, "TE independence" (error independence) should be satisfied in this model.331

Simulated data have shown that when data are constructed according to a stochastic,332

MARkov True and ERror model (MARTER) model, the TE fitting model achieves a good333

fit (TE independence), and tests of iid in responses are violated (Birnbaum & Wan, 2020).334

The TE model accurately recovered the steady state probabilities implied by the Markov335

transition matrix used to generate the data, and TE analysis correctly diagnosed whether336

a transitive or intransitive model had been used to generate the data. The simulations337

included cases where the methods of WST, TI, and of Regenwetter, et al. (2011) were338

unable to distinguish whether a transitive or intransitive model had generated the data.339

The TE theory assumes only that at any given time, a person has a single set of true340

preferences; it does not require that these preferences be transitive or intransitive. In the341

TE fitting model used here (a model is a special case of a theory that has simplifying342

assumptions), it is assumed that within a brief session, true preferences do not change.343

Reversals of expressed preference within session can then be used to estimate error rates.344

Such modelling assumptions are regarded as approximations.5345

The TE models can be applied in both group studies, in which each person responds to346

each choice problem at least twice in a single session, or to individual studies in which each347

participant judges each choice problem at least twice in each of many sessions and there are348

sufficient sessions to permit analysis of each person’s data separately. These cases are known349

as group and individual True and Error Theory, gTET and iTET, respectively (Birnbaum350

& Bahra, 2012a). The computations are the same in both cases, but the theoretical inter-351

5The assumption that people are consistent over a brief period of time can be contrasted with the
assumption that people randomly and independently sample new true preferences on every trial and never
make an error, which is used in certain "random utility" or "random preference" models.
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pretations differ slightly. In the case of gTET, it is assumed that different people may have352

different true preference patterns, so the estimated probabilities of the preference patterns353

represent the mixture of individual differences among people. In the case of iTET, it is354

allowed that a person may change true preferences from time to time, so estimated probabil-355

ities of response patterns represent a mixture of true preferences within an individual. Both356

versions of the fitting model assume, however, that responses to the same choice problem in357

the same session by the same person are governed by the same true preferences, so preference358

reversals within session are due to random error.359

The TE models can be viewed as quantitative data analytic devices, like analysis of360

variance or factor analysis, and as in those cases, TE models are also testable descriptive361

models. It is often the case that investigators simply assume a statistical model, assume that362

asymptotic derivations apply to small samples, and hope that a test is robust with respect to363

violations of the model. But it seems preferable to examine if the analytical model provides364

a reasonable descriptive fit in a given context before using it to draw scientific conclusions365

regarding a critical property like transitivity of preference.6366

——————————————-367

Insert Table 1 about here368

——————————————-369

6TE models are general enough to include both transitive and intransitive special cases. For example,
Thurstone’s (1927) Case V model (sometimes called a "Fechnerian" model) is a special case of TE in which
there is a single, transitive preference order, and in which error probabilities are a particular function of
differences on a continuum of value. One reason to use a general model, like TE, rather than a special case,
like Thurstone’s Case V, is that we wish to test transitivity, rather than assume it, and the TE model allows
us to measure error rates to find out if they conform to the predictions of special case models like Thurstone’s
Case V. Other special cases of TE include the possibilities that all error terms are equal, that all errors are
zero, that there is mixture of purely transitive orders with nonzero errors, or that there is a mixture that
includes intransitive preference cycles.
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1.3 Theories of Risky Decisions370

Birnbaum (2020) showed how different preference patterns for the stimuli of Butler and371

Pogrebna (2018) might be produced by different decision rules or by different parameters372

within the same decision model. Table 1 summarizes this analysis, using notation of Birn-373

baum and Wan (2020) in which 1 and 2 indicate preference for the first or second listed374

alternative in the XY, YZ, and ZX choices, respectively. Table 1 shows the connection be-375

tween this system and that of Butler and Pogrebna (2018). The triple analyzed is X = (15,376

15, 3), Y = (10, 10, 10), and Z = (27, 5, 5).377

The intransitive pattern, 111, indicates X ≻ Y, Y ≻ Z, and Z ≻ X, and 222 is the opposite378

intransitive pattern.379

The Most Probable Winner model (MPW) implies this intransitive, 111 preference pat-380

tern with either dependent or independent gambles.381

If a person were to choose the gamble with the better minimum (MIN), median (ME-382

DIAN) or maximum (MAX) prizes, then the preference patterns for these gambles would be383

211 (Y ≻ X, Y ≻ Z, and Z ≻ X), 112 (X ≻ Y, Y ≻ Z, and X ≻ Z), or 121 (X ≻ Y, Z ≻ Y,384

and Z ≻ X), respectively.385

Suppose a prize of $12 is considered "good enough," or "satisficing". Because there are386

two prizes in X greater than $12, one prize in Z exceeding $12 and none above $12 in Y, a387

rule to pick the gamble most likely to yield an outcome above $12 would have the pattern388

122.389

The triples were designed so that preferring the higher expected value (EV) would produce390

the ordering 121 and preferring the smaller range would generate the opposite, 212.391

Expected utility (EU) theory with a power function for utility of money can (with different392

parameter values) imply three transitive orders: 211, 221, and 121.393

Birnbaum’s (2008b) special TAX model correctly predicted modal outcomes of "new para-394

doxes" that disproved Tversky and Kahneman’s (1992) cumulative prospect theory (CPT)395
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as a descriptive theory. For gambles of the form, X = (x1, x2, x3), with three, equally likely396

branches to win positive consequences, x1 ≥ x2 ≥ x3 ≥ 0, it reduces to a range model as397

follows: TAX(X) = (u(x1)+u(x2)+u(x3))/3+ω|u(x1)−u(x3)|, where u(x) is a monotonic398

utility function for money and −1/3 ≤ ω ≤ 1/3 is a configural transfer of weight from the399

lowest ranked to the highest ranked consequence or vice versa. For simplicity (and to show400

that TAX can imply risk aversion even when u(x) is linear), utility was approximated by401

u(x) = x, for small consequences (pocket money), and ω was set to −1/6 to approximate the402

relative weighting of low, middle, and higher branches estimated by Birnbaum and McIntosh403

(1996): 0.51, 0.33, and 0.16, respectively. With three, equally likely branches, special TAX404

is equivalent to the Rank-Affected, Multiplicative Weights (RAM) model, and the additional405

parameter of TAX or RAM that transforms probability plays no role (Birnbaum, 2008b).406

The "prior" parameters were chosen in 1995 and used for more than two decades to design407

new experiments to test "new paradoxes" that refuted CPT (Birnbaum, 2008b) and lexi-408

cographic semiorder models (Birnbaum, 2010). With these parameters, TAX implies the409

pattern 212, but like EU, which is a special case, TAX could also imply other patterns: 121,410

211, 221, and 122 for other combinations of u(x) = xα and ω.411

CPT with parameters of Tversky and Kahneman (1992) implies the pattern 221, and EU412

is also a special case of CPT, so CPT can handle other transitive patterns as well. But TAX,413

CPT, and EU are all transitive theories, so none of them can imply true preference patterns414

of 111 or 222, no matter what functions or parameters they use.415

The additive difference model (ADM), described in the next section, can handle both416

transitive and intransitive response patterns, depending on the values of its parameters.7417

Thus, testing transitivity is a critical test between two families of models, which can or418

cannot violate transitivity.419

7The models in Table 1 are not exhaustive, because many other decision models have been or might be
constructed to make predictions here.
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Figure 1: Preference patterns in relation to parameters of the additive difference model for
dependent gambles. The patterns 111 and 222 are intransitive.

1.3.1 Additive Difference Model (ADM)420

Birnbaum and Diecidue (2015, Figures 3 and 4) illustrated two classes of models: In one421

class of models, the attributes of each alternative are first integrated before two alternatives422

are compared. These models, which include EU, TAX, and CPT, are all transitive.423

In the other class of models, attributes are contrasted between alternatives and contrasts424

are then integrated to form the decision. These models can violate transitivity (Tversky,425

1969). The additive difference model (ADM) is an example of this latter class of models, in426

which subjective values of the components are contrasted first. For dependent gambles with427
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equally likely branches, X = (x1, x2, x3) and Y = (y1, y2, y3), the ADM with power functions428

(Birnbaum & Diecidue, 2015, Equations 10 and 13), can be written:429

δ(X, Y ) =
∑

σ(xi, yi)f [u(xi)− u(yi)] (5)

where u(x) = xα and u(y) = yα are the subjective values of the cash consequences; param-430

eter α determines how subjective values relate to objective cash values; f(c) = |c|β, where431

parameter β determines whether contrasts, c = u(xi) − u(yi), are amplified (beta > 1), so432

large ones become regrets, or instead compressed (β < 1) towards equality, so all differences433

merely count as advantages or disadvantages; and σ(xi, yi) is the augmented sign function434

(−1, 0, 1) that retains the sign of xi − yi. The model assumes X ≻ Y if and only if δ(X, Y )435

is positive.436

This model is fairly general (Birnbaum & Diecidue, 2015) and can be used to represent437

regret theory (Loomes & Sugden, 1982), with β > 1 as well as advantage-seeking models,438

with β < 1; When β = 1, the model is equivalent to expected utility theory.8439

As shown in Figure 1 (and Table 1), ADM can imply six preference patterns for dependent440

choices (111, 121, 221, 211, 212, and 222) when the two parameters vary over plausible441

ranges. The intransitive, 111 pattern is implied, for example, when α = 0.4, β = 0.7, and442

the opposite intransitive cycle, 222, is implied for the same α when β = 1.3; β > 1 has a443

"regret" interpretation (Loomes & Sugden, 1982; Birnbaum & Diecidue, 2015).444

If different people had different parameters, ADM would imply different preferences, and445

if one person has stochastic parameters that drift from time to time, then the same person’s446

true preferences would vary accordingly over time, as described next.447

8The additive difference model implies the property of restricted branch independence, which has been
significantly violated in a number of studies (e.g., Birnbaum, 2008; Birnbaum & McIntosh, 1995; Birnbaum
& Diecidue, 2015). It is sometimes said that "all models are wrong, but some are useful." This model is
useful here to illustrate how different preference patterns (including both transitive and intransitive ones)
can be produced by changing parameters within the same model.
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1.3.2 Model of Stochastic Parameters448

It seems reasonable to suppose that information (education), among other factors, can sys-449

tematically affect the parameters that represent decision making. But even within an exper-450

iment devoid of systematic new information, "random" factors (e.g., spontaneous thoughts451

or feelings) might cause parameters to drift or fluctuate over time (Bhatia & Loomes, 2017;452

Birnbaum, 2013). Birnbaum and Wan (2020) proposed a Markov True and Error (MARTER)453

model in which a matrix of transition probabilities describes the probabilities of transitioning454

between successive sessions from one true preference pattern (as in Table 1 or Figure 1, for455

examples) to another true preference pattern.456

A specific model to illustrate how parameters in the ADM might change gradually has457

been implemented in a simulation program that is available at the following URL:458

http://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/calculators/ADM_sim.htm459

In this simulation program, parameters change from Session t to Session t+1 as follows:460

461

α(t+ 1) = wα(t) + (1− w)ran(α) (6)

462

β(t+ 1) = wβ(t) + (1− w)ran(β) (7)

where ran(α and ran(β) are randomly selected values of the parameters, which in the pro-463

gram are sampled independently from a uniform distribution on a range that the user can464

specify; α(t) and β(t) are the effective values in Session t; w is a weight that determines how465

stable parameters will be over time; when w = 1, parameters stay fixed and when w = 0,466

they are chosen randomly and independently in each new session. The larger the value of467

w, the more "gradual" the random walk.9468

9Instructions for using the program are included in the Website. The output from the program might be
plotted on Figure 1 to illustrate a two-dimensional random walk and the corresponding sequence of preference
patterns implied.
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Birnbaum and Wan (2020) modeled the random walk directly in terms of preference469

patterns corresponding to parameter values. The "gradual" models they simulated had the470

property that a preference pattern would likely stay the same between two successive sessions471

and tend to change in one step to a pattern induced by similar parameter values. The model472

of Equations 6 and 7 provides specific premises (ADM with stochastic parameters) from473

which one might deduce such gradual MARTER models as were postulated in Birnbaum474

and Wan (2020). This gradual MARTER model is a special case of TE models that implies475

specific kinds of violations of iid in choice responses.476

As shown in Birnbaum and Wan (2020), responses simulated from gradual MARTER477

models (e.g., Equations 6 and 7) satisfy TE independence (by construction) and violate478

response independence and sequence independence, which are defined in the next section.479

1.4 Response and sequence independence480

Some "random utility" or "random preference" models imply that responses will satisfy the481

assumption of independence and identical distribution (iid). See McCausland, et al. (2020)482

for a discussion of such models. The assumption of iid of responses has also been used in483

statistical tests of the TI (e.g., Regenwetter, et al., 2011), However, there is strong evidence484

against iid of choice responses (Birnbaum & Bahra, 2012a; 2012b; Birnbaum, et al., 2016),485

including in the Regenwetter, et al. (2011) data (Birnbaum, 2011, 2012, 2013).486

In this study, four tests of independence will be computed for each participant to assess487

TE models and to compare the family of iid models against that of TE, including MARTER488

models. The four tests are (1) the test of "TE independence" (Equations 2 and 3), which489

tests whether a conjunction of errors can be represented as the product of error probabilities;490

(2) test of response independence (Equations 3 and 4), testing whether the probability of a491

conjunction of responses can be reproduced by the product of binary response probabilities;492

(3) the variance test and (4) correlation tests of Birnbaum (2012), which test if response493
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patterns are independent across sessions, and whether preferences are more highly correlated494

(fewer preference reversals) between sessions that occur closer together in time.10
495

TE models imply TE independence should be satisfied, but the other tests can be violated496

when, for example, a person has a mixture of true preference patterns. If a person changes497

true preferences between sessions, TE implies that there should be fewer reversals of response498

between two replicates of the same item within a session than reversals between repetitions499

of the same item between sessions. Gradual MARTER models imply in addition that the500

correlations between reversals of expressed preferences and the gaps between sessions should501

be positive.502

Birnbaum and Wan (2020) simulated data according to "gradual" random walks, and503

showed that simulated data contained violations of sequence independence very similar to504

what has been observed in empirical data. In particular, positive correlations are found505

between the number of preference reversals and the number of intervening sessions: evidence506

shows people are more consistent in their responses when tested closer together in time than507

when tested farther apart in time (Birnbaum, 2012, 2013; Birnbaum & Bahra, 2012a, 2012b;508

Birnbaum, et al., 2016).509

2 Method510

The participants’ task was to choose between pairs of gambles, each of which consisted of511

three equally likely outcomes. The prize of a gamble would depend on the color of marble512

drawn blindly from a single urn containing an equal number of red, white, and blue marbles.513

10Birnbaum’s (2012) statistical tests of iid were disputed by Cha, et al. (2013), who attempted to argue
that iid was acceptable for the data of Regenwetter, et al. (2011), who had assumed but not tested iid.
However, Birnbaum (2013) refuted all of their major contentions. For example, they argued that p-values
are "unknown", based on simulations showing that Birnbaum’s (2012) random permutations method leads
to slightly conservative values relative to the sampling method they used: Birnbaum’s (2012) p = 0.05 was
simulated to be 0.047 by their method. If Birnbaum’s simulation method is conservative, it does not imply
that p is unknown; instead, it means the evidence against iid is even stronger than claimed by Birnbaum
(2012), if we prefer the sampling method used by Cha, et al.
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2.1 Instructions and Displays514

The instructions, format for display of the choices, and one session of trials can be viewed515

at the following URL:516

http://ati-birnbaum.netfirms.com/Spr_20/MPW_01.htm517

The stimulus displays and Web forms were constructed and randomized using a JavaScript518

program by Birnbaum that is available at the following URL:519

http://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/programs/ChoiceTableColorWiz2.htm520

Each choice problem was presented in the format of a table with two rows representing521

the two choice alternatives and with three columns, colored red, white, and blue, representing522

the random events. Numerical entries indicated money prizes to be won if a marble drawn523

randomly from an urn was red, white, or blue, where the urn contained exactly 33 red, 33524

white, and 33 blue marbles. These displays are like those in Birnbaum and Diecidue (2015,525

Figure 2).526

2.2 Design527

There were 4 triples of gambles, based on Choice Triplets #3, 4, 7, and 10, as numbered528

in Butler and Pogrebna (2018), which showed the highest incidence of intransitive behavior.529

These triples are renumbered 1, 2, 3, and 4 in this paper, respectively. The same numerical530

values were used as in Butler and Pogrebna, except the prizes were stated in dollars instead531

of pounds (the exchange rate was approximately 0.81 pounds/dollar during the study). The532

amounts are as follows:533

Triple 1: X = (12, 12, 2); Y = (8, 8, 8); Z = (20, 4, 4).534

Triple 2: X = (15, 15, 3); Y = (10, 10, 10); Z = (27, 5, 5).535

Triple 3: X = (9, 9, 3); Y = (6, 6, 6); Z = (16, 4, 4).536

Triple 4: X = (14, 14, 2); Y = (8, 8, 8); Z = (21, 6, 6).537
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Note that in all four triples, Y is always a "sure thing" with the smallest EV; Z always has538

the highest EV, highest MAX, and greatest range; and X is intermediate in EV and range,539

with the best MEDIAN. In all four triples, MPW always implies the preference pattern 111,540

EV and MAX imply 121, MEDIAN implies 112, MIN implies 211, and smallest range implies541

212. For these non-parametric theories, these four triples can be considered as equivalent.542

Parametric models allow differences among triples. A grid search under the ADM model543

was done for 0 < α < 2 and 0 < β < 4. Triple 2 is similar to Triple 1 (Figure 1): Triples 1544

and 2 allow patterns 111, 121, 211, 212, 221, and 222. Triples 3 and 4 allow patterns 111,545

121, 122, 221, and 222; thus, Triples 3 and 4 do not allow 211 or 212, but include 122. The546

TAX model, with 0 < α ≤ 1 and −.33 < ω < .33, allows 121, 211, and 212 in all four triples,547

allows 221 in all triples except Triple 3, and allows 122 in Triple 1.11
548

Each session consisted of a block of 26 randomly ordered trials (choice problems). There549

are six choice problems for each triple as follows: XY, YZ, and ZX; and YX, ZY, and XZ,550

where XY and YX denote the same choice problem, except X is displayed in the first or second551

position. With four triples and six choice problems per triple, there are 24 experimental552

choice problems. Two additional "check" trials with transparent dominance were included553

in each session to check for random responding: T = (10, 9, 8) versus U = (8, 8, 8), and554

V = (10, 10, 7) versus W = (12, 12, 8). The 26 trials were randomly intermixed and re-555

ordered for each session. There were 30 sessions.556

2.3 Procedure557

When each session was complete, the participant pushed a button to submit the responses558

for that session, and then pressed another button to load the materials for the next session.559

Participants worked at their own paces and completed 30 sessions within 2 hours.560

11A program in JavaScript is available for ADM grid searches from the following URL: http://psych.
fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/calculators/ADM_calc.htm
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Students participated via the Internet during the COVID-19 shut down of April, 2020.561

Instructions stated that three participants would be selected at random to receive the prize of562

one of their chosen gambles, so they should choose wisely. Procedures for determining prizes563

were similar to those in Birnbaum and Diecidue (2015, Experiment 6), except contestants564

were not present; prizes were sent as cash in the mail.565

2.4 Participants566

The participants were 24 undergraduates (ages 18 − 22, including 9 males) who received567

credit as one option toward an assignment in Introductory Psychology.568

Because each of the 12 choice problems was presented twice in each session with display569

position (First or Second) counterbalanced, a person who mindlessly pushed the same button570

would show zero consistency, and a person who pushed buttons randomly would show 50%571

agreement. There were 60 tests of dominance per person (2 trials per session by 30 sessions).572

Two participants were found with mean agreement within session of 51% and 54% and who573

violated dominance 50% and 52% of the time. Data for these two unreliable participants are574

not included in the tables that follow. The remaining 22 participants had median agreement575

of 90% within sessions and median agreement with transparent dominance of 92%.576

——————————————-577

Insert Tables 2 and 3 about here578

——————————————-579

3 Results580

Table 2 shows individual responses by one participant (S20) to the 24 trials of the main581

design. Each row represents a different session, and each column represents a set of three582

responses to a triple of choice problems XY, YZ, and ZX. R1 and R2 refer to the two replica-583
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tions; the replicated items were randomly intermixed within the session and counterbalanced584

in position. T1 to T4 indicate the four triples of choice problems. For example, the response585

pattern in the first row and first column (T1 R1) is 212, which indicates that the person chose586

Y over X, Y over Z, and X over Z on Triple 1 in the first replicate (R1) of Session 1. The587

column labeled T1 R2 shows the responses in the second replication of these choice problems,588

where positions of the gambles were counterbalanced in the display. The response pattern589

112 in the first row and second column indicates that this participant reversed expressed590

preferences on the XY choice, choosing X over Y on this replication in the first session, but591

was consistent on the other two problems. The column labeled "Agree" shows that in the592

first session, this participant had 10 agreements (hence 2 reversals) between replications of593

12 choice problems in the first session. The mean of this column (agreements) over sessions,594

divided by the number of choice problems (12), is the consistency index for this participant,595

0.83, or 83%. This participant ranged from 7 to 11 agreements for the first 21 sessions, but596

became perfectly consistent with the intransitive 111 pattern in the last 8 sessions. Complete597

data for all participants are available at the following data archive:598

http://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/archive.htm599

Table 3 shows the frequency (count) of each response pattern in Replicate 1 (rows) and600

Replicate 2 (columns) for S20, aggregated over the four triples. Entries on the diagonal601

represent cases where S20 made the same responses on all three choice problems on both602

replications within sessions. For example, the entry of 35 in Row 111 and Column 111603

indicates that this participant chose X over Y, Y over Z, and Z over X on both replicates604

of these choice problems 35 times out of 120 opportunities (30 sessions by 4 triples). This605

participant, S20, also repeated the transitive, 212 pattern 26 times. Counts that are off-606

diagonal represent cases where there was at least one response reversal (among the three607

choices in a triple) between two replications.608

A crosstabulation like Table 3 was constructed for each participant. Four similar tables609
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were also made separately for each choice triple aggregated over participants. These 8 by 8610

tables were fit by group and individual TE models, described in the next two sections.12
611

————————————————612

Insert Table 4 about here613

————————————————614

3.1 Group TE Model Solutions615

Birnbaum’s (2013) Excel spreadsheet, TE8x8_fit.xlsx, available from the supplement to Birn-616

baum and Wan (2020), was used to find maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of617

the TE fitting model to each of the 8 by 8 tables of frequencies of response patterns.618

Table 4 presents parameters from group analyses for comparison with the results of Butler619

and Pogrebna (2018) as in Table 2 of Birnbaum (2020). The modal pattern in all four triples620

in Table 4 was 212, the pattern implied by TAX with its prior parameters. The second most621

frequent pattern is 121, the pattern implied by EV. Aggregated over all participants and622

triples, the intransitive, 111 and 222 patterns represent 9% and 5% of the estimated true623

patterns, respectively (Table 4). For the same four triples, Butler and Pogrebna’s data had624

11% and 33%, respectively. In Butler and Pogrebna, Pattern 222 in Triple 2 had an estimated625

incidence of 51% compared with only 2% for the present study. These differences seem quite626

large; nevertheless, data of both studies showed 212 as the most common preference pattern627

and both studies found sizeable violations of transitivity of 111 and 222.628

The gTET analysis in Table 4 provides a rough assessment of the descriptive accuracy of629

the models in Table 1. The MPW, MIN, MEDIAN, MAX, and EV models can account for630

only 0.09, 0.09, 0.04, 0.20, and 0.20 of the behavior, respectively, so none of these parameter-631

free models can be considered viable as stand-alone descriptive models of the group data.632

12In addition, a table like Table 3 was made for each person and each choice triple. A summary of
information from the analysis of those 88 tables is included in the Appendix.
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The compatibility of the data with parametric models might be assessed by adding the633

estimated probabilities of preference patterns that are consistent with the model in each634

triple and then averaging over the four triples. (The compatible patterns for each triple are635

listed in the Method section.) EU can handle patterns 121, 211, and 221 for Triples 1 and636

2, 121 and 221 for Triple 4, and only 121 in Triple 3, so the average for EU is only 0.29.637

For TAX and ADM the indices are 0.74 and 0.75, respectively. TAX can handle pattern 212638

in Triples 3 and 4, which ADM cannot, and ADM can handle the intransitive patterns, 111639

and 222, which TAX (and other transitive models) cannot.640

If this 14% incidence of intransitive behavior is applicable to more than a tiny proportion641

of individuals and is statistically credible, it would be an argument against all transitive642

models, including TAX, CPT, and EU. These two issues (applicability to individuals and643

statistical significance) are taken up in the next two sections.644

————————————————645

Insert Table 5 about here646

————————————————647

3.2 Individual TE Analysis648

Table 5 shows the estimated parameters of the TE model for each participant, aggregated649

over triples, along with each person’s mean within-session agreement per choice problem650

("Agree") and percentage conformance to transparent dominance ("Dom"). The index is651

mean agreement between replicates per choice problem (as in Table 2). To save space, entries652

are expressed as percentages, so 04 indicates 0.04, and 100 indicates 1.00. Each row represents653

a different participant, and the order of rows has been arranged so that participants with654

similar parameters appear together in the table.655

The largest group (first 13 participants of Table 5), had 212 as their modal preference656

pattern. The 212 pattern represents consistent preference for "safe", lower range alternative;657
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e.g., Y = (10, 10, 10) preferred over both X = (15, 15, 2) and Z = (27, 5, 5), and X = (15, 15,658

2) preferred over Z = (27, 5, 5). This transitive pattern is consistent with the TAX model659

with prior parameters, and it is compatible with the ADM model for Triples 1 and 2 but660

not in Triples 3 and 4. Of these first 13 participants, the first 10 listed used the 212 pattern661

systematically in Triples 3 or 4 (or both), contrary to ADM.662

Although S20 had a modal pattern of 212, this participant is estimated to have used the663

intransitive 111 pattern 34% of the time. The raw data (Table 2) show that S20 started with664

a modal response pattern of 212 for Triples 1 and 2, had frequent responses of 222 and 112665

in Triples 3 and 4 until Session 21, and then switched to the 111 pattern in all four triples666

after 21 sessions.667

In addition to S20, S12 and S17 were estimated to have significant probability of 111.668

The raw data for S17 reveal almost perfect consistency with the 111 response pattern for669

Triples 1 and 2 (110 times out of 120 possible occasions) and with the 121 pattern in Triples670

3 and 4 (113 of 120 occasions). However, Pattern 111 is the only pattern allowed by the671

MPW model in all four triples, so S17 cannot have used MPW. S12 was estimated to have672

used the 111 pattern 95% of the time throughout and was thus the only participant whose673

data were compatible with the MPW model.674

The pattern, 121, is consistent with transitive preference for higher EV (and higher675

range); it was the modal pattern for S21, S14, S07, and S23.676

Table 5 shows that the mean error rates are less than 0.1, but it also shows there was677

considerable variation in error rates among participants.678

Table 5 also shows an unexpected result: five participants violated transparent dominance679

more than half the time. All five were participants who consistently chose lower range680

("safer") gambles in all four triples (pattern 212). S16 and S24, who had 99% self-consistency,681

violated this property 100% of the time. Post hoc, it seems these people consistently selected682

lower range alternatives, apparently without using any dominance-detecting editor. Both683
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tests of dominance compared "safe" (low range) alternatives with wider range dominating684

alternatives, similar to the main design where low range gambles were compared to "risky"685

(wider ranges) gambles with higher EVs. Some might argue that these five participants686

should be excluded, but their behavior is definitely not random, and it is an empirical issue687

whether people always use editing strategies to detect dominance (see Birnbaum, et al.,688

2016).689

Although most people (20 of 22) had modal preference patterns that were transitive (13690

had Pattern 212, 4 had 121, 2 had 211, and 1 had 122), seven people showed intransitive691

behavior at least part of the time in at least one of the four triples. The next section explores692

whether these violations of transitivity by individuals are statistically significant.693

———————————————————-694

Insert Table 6 about here695

———————————————————-696

3.3 TE Fitting Model and Transitivity697

Each 8 by 8 matrix (as in Table 3) has 63 degrees of freedom. The TE fitting model has 11698

free parameters to fit each of these 8 by 8 matrices; there are 3 error rates and 8 probabilities699

of true preference patterns. Because the 8 probabilities of true patterns sum to 1, they use700

7 df; therefore, the model uses 10 df, leaving 63 − 10 = 53 df to test the model.701

Table 6 shows G tests of the TE model ("TE independence") for each individual, listed702

as in Table 5. Except for three cases, violations of the TE model were not significant. Given703

22 tests, it would not be too improbable if one G were significant by chance. However,704

the binomial probability that three or more out of 22 independent participants would be705

significant with α < 0.01 is 0.001, so 3 significant cases refutes the null hypothesis that706

all participants satisfied TE. Table 3 reveals discrepancies from the TE model for S20: the707

model requires Table 3 to be symmetric, but the entry for 122,222 is 7 and the entry for708
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222,122 is only 2; similarly, the entry for 112,122 is 4 and 122,112 is 0.709

The transitive model is a special case of TE in which p111 = p222 = 0. Because the tran-710

sitive TE model has 2 df fewer than the full TE model, the difference in G is (theoretically)711

asymptotically Chi-Square distributed with 2 df, assuming the null hypothesis of transitivity.712

The second column, "G Trans", in Table 6 shows the G(2) difference tests of transitivity,713

the assumptions that p111 = 0 and p222 = 0. The critical value (p < 0.01) is 9.21 for a single714

test, and as above, the probability to find three or more "significant" tests with α = 0.01715

and 22 participants is 0.001. Table 6 shows seven individuals with significant violations of716

transitivity, including S20, S12, and S17, who showed estimated incidences of the 111 pattern717

ranging from 34% to 95% (Table 5), and S18, S13, S15, and S23, who showed incidences of718

the 222 pattern ranging from 8% to 33% (Tables 5 and 6). A statistical purist might object719

to the conclusion of significant violations of transitivity for S20, because S20 violated the720

TE model; however, data of Table 2 show that S20 repeatedly used the 111 pattern in the721

last 9 sessions of the study, so it is hard to see how violations of TE could have produced722

these obvious violations of transitivity.723

Because asymptotic approximations need not hold with small n, the computer program,724

TE8x2_fit.R, used 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations of the distribution of the test statistics725

and 10,000 bootstrapping samples to estimate 95% confidence intervals for the parameters726

(Birnbaum, et al., 2016; Birnbaum & Quispe-Torreblanca, 2018). The asymptotic signifi-727

cance tests were confirmed by these methods; the same 7 participants who had significant728

violations of transitivity in Table 6 had lower limits of their confidence intervals for either729

p111 or p222 that were greater than zero: S20, S12, and S17, had lower limits for the 111730

pattern of 86%, 41%, and 31%, respectively, and S18, S13, S15, and S23, had lower limits731

for the 222 pattern of 11%, 15%, 4%, and 16%, respectively. All other bootstrapped lower732

limits of intransitive patterns were zero. Thus, Monte Carlo simulation, bootstrapping, and733

conventional significance tests were in agreement.734
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It is worth noting that S18 had an estimated incidence of only 8% intransitive 222 pattern,735

with a 95% bootstrapped confidence interval from 4% to 18%, and yet the G difference736

test was able to detect this significant departure from transitivity.13 S18 displayed the 222737

response pattern in 19 of 24 occasions in the last 12 sessions with Triple 4.738

These analyses of TE, in which an 8% violation of transitivity can be detected can be739

contrasted with older methods, such as testing the Triangle Inequality (TI). According to the740

TI, 1 ≤ P (XY ) + P (Y Z) + P (ZX) ≤ 2. Of the seven cases that had significant violations741

of transitivity according to TE analysis, three cases satisfied TI "perfectly" (S18, S20, and742

S23), and others might have been declared to be "not significant" by statistical tests, such743

as advocated by Regenwetter, et al. (2011).744

The data of S20 would be declared to be "transitive" by an investigator using the TI and745

WST, despite the obvious violations in Table 2. In Triples 1 and 2, P(XY) = 0.45 and 0.40;746

P(YZ) = 1.00 and 1.00; and P(ZX) = 0.33 and 0.38, respectively, with totals of 1.78 and747

1.78 ("perfect" fit to TI). In Triples 3 and 4, P(XY) = 0.63 and 0.65; P(YZ) = 0.52 and748

0.40; and P(ZX) = 0.43 and 0.47, respectively, with totals of 1.58 and 1.52. Because all 4749

totals are between 1 and 2, TI is "perfectly satisfied" in all four triples. In addition, WST is750

perfectly satisfied in Triples 1, 2, and 3, and would not be rejected in Triple 4. Therefore, an751

investigator who used WST and TI might conclude that the data in Table 2 can be described752

as "transitive," even though there are obvious violations. Cases like S20, S18, and S23 show753

that the criticism that old-fashioned methods can lead to wrong conclusions is not merely754

theoretical, limited to hypothetical examples, but occurs in real data as well.755

————————————————756

Insert Table 7 about here757

————————————————758

13Schramm (2020) recommended Bayesian methods for TE analysis that he argues would be even more
sensitive than the methods used in TE8x2_fit.R.
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3.4 Tests of Response and Sequence Independence759

A class of "random preference" or "random utility" models assume that people have a mix-760

ture of true preference patterns and randomly sample from them on each trial. The probabil-761

ity of choosing X over Y in these models is assumed to be the sum of the probabilities of true762

preference patterns in which X is preferred to Y. Models in this class imply that responses763

are independently and identically distributed (iid). In contrast, TE models imply systematic764

violations of iid of responses when there are mixtures of true preferences (Birnbaum, 2012,765

2013; Birnbaum & Wan, 2020). The TE models (Section 1.4) imply that when there are766

mixtures of true preference patterns, people will be more consistent in their preferences than767

allowed by iid (Birnbaum & Bahra, 2012a; 2012b). Violations of response independence and768

sequence independence are thus diagnostic tests between these two classes of models.769

The third column in Table 6, "G Resp Indep", presents tests of response independence.770

These G values indicate how poorly frequencies of conjunctions of responses (as in Table 3)771

can be reproduced from products of binary response proportions, via Equation 4.772

Table 6 shows that 12 of 22 individuals have significant violations of response indepen-773

dence by this G test. The six smallest values of "G Resp Indep" in Table 6 correspond to774

cases in Table 5 with a modal preference pattern having an estimated probability of 0.95 or775

higher: S16, S24, S12, S21, S14, and S06; that is, these are the people who essentially have776

only a single true preference pattern.777

Table 7 presents two other tests of iid using Birnbaum’s (2012) iid_test.R analysis.14
778

Data are analyzed separately for each person, which form a 30 (Sessions) by 26 (Choice779

problems) array. The column in Table 7 labeled "Mean" shows the mean number of response780

reversals (out of 26) between sessions (averaged over all pairs of sessions) for each participant,781

column "Var" shows the variance of these response reversals, and column "r" shows the782

14This open-source, free program is available from the Online supplements to either Birnbaum (2012) or
in slightly improved form in Birnbaum and Wan (2020) at URL:
http://journal.sjdm.org/vol15.1.html
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correlation coefficient between the mean number of preference reversals between two sessions783

and the gap (number of intervening sessions) between those sessions.784

The entries pV and pr are simulated probability values, computed by randomly and785

independently permuting the columns of the raw data and re-calculating the test statistics786

in 10,000 such permuted sets of data. These numbers (pV and pr) represent the proportion787

of randomly permuted samples in which the simulated test statistic exceeds or equals the788

value observed in the actual data, so they are estimates of the probability of observing the789

data if the null hypothesis of iid held.790

Table 7 shows that iid can be rejected via the Variance test for all cases except those791

four participants who were inferred from the TE analysis to have a single "true" preference792

pattern (S16, S24, S21, and S06) with probability 1. Of the 18 remaining participants, all793

18 correlation coefficients were positive, and 15 of these were also statistically significant794

(p < 0.01). The binomial probability of 15 of 22 tests significant by chance is < 10−24.795

As expected from the positive correlations between gap and reversals (median r = 0.79),796

reversals within sessions are less frequent than between. Mean within-session reversals in797

the main design was 13.5%, compared with a mean of 18.1% between-sessions; the difference798

is significant, t(21) = 3.90, p < 0.01.799

In sum, evidence against iid is overwhelming. We can therefore reject random preference800

models and methods of analysis that are based on this assumption.801

4 Discussion802

The majority of participants (20 of 22) had transitive modal preference patterns, including803

13 with Pattern 212. Tables 4 and 5 show that one could say that most of the participants804

conformed to transitivity most of the time.805

However, TE analysis revealed that intransitive cycles were statistically significant and806
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not simply attributable to error; intransitive cycles accounted for about 14% of true prefer-807

ence patterns. There were 7 of 22 individuals who had significant violations of transitivity,808

at least part of the time in at least one of the triples.809

Although the TAX model with prior parameters correctly predicted the modal preference810

pattern in this study and that of Butler and Pogrebna (2018), TAX (along with all other811

transitive models, including EU and CPT) cannot account for intransitive behavior exhibited812

by 7 individuals. Tests of independence showed that responses violate iid. Violations of iid813

found here and in previous studies violate random preference models and provide a warning814

that binary response proportions may not be representative of individual response patterns.815

The TE model remains compatible with violations of iid.816

4.1 Conclusions817

1. The hypothesis that everyone had the same true preference pattern, including the818

hypothesis that the MPW model is descriptive, can be rejected. Only one participant819

had data reasonably compatible with the MPW model. Besides MPW, none of the820

other theories that allow only a single preference pattern (e.g., MIN, MEDIAN, MAX,821

or EV) can be retained as descriptive of these data.822

2. The hypothesis that every person had a transitive preference pattern or a mixture of823

transitive preference patterns with error can be rejected because there is significant824

evidence of violation of transitivity in seven people that cannot be explained by error,825

even allowing each person to have a different error rate for each choice problem.826

3. The hypothesis that each person has a single fixed pattern of true preferences, either827

transitive or intransitive, including the hypothesis that individuals are governed by828

different models with different (but fixed within person) parameters, can be rejected.829

The TE analyses combined with tests of independence showed that only 4 individuals830
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remained compatible with this proposition, and most individuals had data that could831

be described instead as mixtures of preference patterns.832

4. The hypothesis that each person has a mixture of true preferences that remains stable833

throughout a long study, in the sense of a random preference or random utility model834

in which each preference response is generated by a random sample from a stable835

mixture, can be rejected. Violations of iid of responses indicated that people are more836

consistent within a session (make fewer response reversals) than allowed by iid, and837

people are more consistent between sessions when the sessions are closer together in838

time than when they are farther apart. Such violations of iid remain compatible with839

a TE model in which people change true preferences gradually over time.840

5. The hypothesis that all persons are governed by a single model with different param-841

eters, where parameters differ among people and change over sessions within person842

cannot yet be rejected. But the ADM model with power functions cannot fully describe843

these data because no set of parameters could be found to handle all data for every844

individual and every triple.845

6. The possibility that different individuals use different models or processes (as in Table846

1), and can change among models from time to time cannot be rejected. This notion847

requires a higher order decision mechanism to specify when people would use a given848

model, which would enable it to be a testable theory.849

Despite some differences, these results reinforce and clarify findings of Butler and Pogrebna850

(2018) and Birnbaum (2020). As analyzed by gTET, about 14% of preference patterns were851

estimated to be intransitive. By iTET, 7 of 22 participants (32%) exhibited significant852

violations of transitivity, at least part of the time.853

The overall incidence of intransitive behavior detected here is lower than estimated in854

the Butler and Pogrebna data for the same triples. Besides the length of the study, this855
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experiment had several other differing features that might have affected the results. This856

study used dependent gambles rather than independent ones, a procedure intended to fa-857

cilitate use of the MPW model. When gambles are dependent, people need not work out858

the probabilities of nine possible combinations of outcomes between each pair of gambles859

and aggregate nine weighted contrasts; with dependent gambles, they need only compare860

consequences on corresponding branches. Dependent gambles had been used in Birnbaum861

and Diecidue (2015), who found a few participants who indeed showed intransitive cycles862

and "recycling" (reversals of intransitive cycles under permutation of the branches) implied863

by MPW with dependent gambles.864

Another difference with Butler and Pogrebna (2018) is that this study drew participants865

from a different population. Given the heterogeneity among individuals found here, it seems866

plausible that demographic differences in education, age, wealth, or nationality might easily867

produce systematic differences between populations. Despite differences, both this study868

and that of Butler and Pogrebna found that the most common response pattern was Pattern869

212, and both studies found systematic evidence of both types of intransitive cycles, which870

occur with greater incidence than reported in previous research with similar methods (e.g.,871

Birnbaum & Diecidue, 2015).872

A reviewer asked how these results might relate to the concept of constructed preferences873

(Slovic, 1995), which acknowledges that decisions can be affected by the context. In this874

study, all choice trials pitted a low range, "safe" gamble against a "riskier" one, with higher875

EV and higher range. It seems plausible that the violations of dominance exhibited by the876

first five participants in Table 5 may have been induced by the confound between EV and877

range in this experimental design. Those 5 participants preferred "safer" gambles, so perhaps878

they constructed a strategy to always select the alternative with lower range, which would879

generate both the 212 pattern and the violations of dominance. This hypothesis might be880

tested by using an experiment in which additional trials would be added to the experimental881
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design, in which the dominating alternative would have lower range and higher EV; it seems882

likely that such a manipulation of context would likely reduce the incidence of violations of883

dominance. It might be argued that one should exclude those five participants because they884

continued to choose the low range gamble even when it was dominated. Removing these885

cases would reduce the apparent incidence of the transitive 212 preference pattern, but that886

pattern would still remain the modal pattern found in this study, and it would not alter the887

other conclusions.888

It is possible that the intransitive behavior observed here for certain participants might889

also be the result of constructed preferences created by the confounds of the unusual design890

of Butler and Pogrebna (2018). One could test these contextual arguments by embedding891

the key triples in a larger experiment with "filler" trials that would remove the confounds892

between range, expected value, and most probable winner. Indeed, Mellers, Ordóñez, and893

Birnbaum (1992) concluded that the model by which probability to win and the amount to894

win are combined can be changed from additive to multiplicative by the addition of specially895

selected filler trials.896

The finding of contextual effects in decision research should not be surprising given897

the body of research with judgment tasks testing range-frequency theory (Birnbaum, 1982;898

Mellers & Birnbaum, 1982; Parducci, 1965, 1995, 2011). The presence of contextual effects899

means, for example, that estimates of utility of money based on different methods of elici-900

tation are not invariant, but instead depend on such factors as the range and spacing of the901

values used in the elicitation procedure or the point of view of the participant. However,902

such contextual effects can be modeled and used to derive context-free scales (Birnbaum,903

1974), so the mere occurrence of contextual effects or viewpoint effects does not necessarily904

rule out the existence of a context-free scale of utility (Birnbaum & Sutton, 1992).905

This study used modest financial incentives, so an economist might argue that if the906

stakes had been higher, people might have been "better" at conforming to principles like907
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transitivity and dominance. Psychologists seek to explain why people do what they do with908

or without financial incentives. The usual explanation offered is that people become more909

"careless" when stakes are lower, so violations of rational principles occur because of higher910

error rates. An alternative hypothesis is that the incidence of true intransitive preference911

cycles might be affected (reduced or increased) with higher stakes. With very high stakes,912

Butler and Blavatskyy (2020) argue it would be reasonable to select the alternative with913

the higher probability of the larger prize, even if that strategy induces intransitive choices914

(see also Fishburn, 1991). To test such rival theories about effects of incentives, one could915

conduct an experiment with random assignment to incentive conditions and use TE analysis916

to test among these alternative theories: that incentives influence only error rates, or actually917

change true preferences.918

4.2 Problems for the ADM Model919

As shown in Figure 1, ADM is quite flexible in that it can imply transitive or intransitive920

preference patterns, depending on its parameters. Despite this flexibility, ADM failed to921

account for all of the data because a number of people showed patterns for some triples922

that it could not describe. The biggest problem for ADM is that it does not imply the 212923

pattern in Triples 3 and 4 and yet many people displayed that behavior. Because ADM does924

better with Triples 1 and 2, one might hope that with some other functions in Equation 5,925

a revised version of ADM might be found to describe all of these data.926

However, even a general form of ADM that allows any monotonic functions for u and927

f (Equation 5) implies restricted branch independence (RBI). For 3 branch gambles (as in928

this study), RBI can be written: S = (x, y, z) ≻ R = (x′, y′, z) ⇔ S′ = (x, y, z′) ≻ R′ =929

(x′, y′, z′). The ADM implies that if an attribute is the same in both alternatives, the value930

of that common attribute should not matter (Birnbaum & Diecidue, 2015). Birnbaum and931

McIntosh (1996) found the following violation: S = (2, 40, 44) is preferred to R = (2, 10, 98)932
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but S′ = (108, 40, 44) is less preferred than R′ = (108, 10, 98). There have been more than 40933

studies of RBI using different formats for displaying choices, which have consistently shown934

the same type of violation (see summaries in Birnbaum, 2008b and in Birnbaum & Bahra,935

2012a). Incidentally, the observed pattern of violation is the opposite of the predictions of936

CPT with its inverse-S decumulative weighting function, but the violations were predicted937

by TAX and RAM models with prior parameters (Birnbaum & Stegner, 1979; Birnbaum,938

2008b).939

So, even if a more general form of ADM could fit these data, ADM cannot imply violations940

of RBI; therefore, ADM cannot be considered as a viable descriptive model. Further, if a941

sub-group of participants were found whose data satisfied ADM, one should also show that942

these same people conform to RBI before arguing that ADM is a viable descriptive model943

even for that sub-group.944

4.3 Related Research945

Ranyard, et al. (2020) proposed a version of ADM for studies that used the experimental946

design of Tversky (1969), who studied choices among gambles of the form, G = (x, p; 0),947

gambles to win prize x with probability p and otherwise nothing. Ranyard, et al. proposed948

the Simplified Additive Difference (SAD) model, which assumes that people contrast conse-949

quences and probabilities separately. This SAD model was fit to binary choice proportions950

from 7 published studies with a total of 129 participants. Ranyard, et al. (2020) reported951

that the SAD model provided acceptable fits for about 85% of the individuals, and about952

30% of cases appeared to show violations of WST consistent with SAD. They concluded that953

their findings "support the view that human decision making is often based on dimensional954

processing" in a manner that can lead to intransitive preferences.955

However, because WST can be violated by a mixture of transitive orders, finding vio-956

lations of WST in a person’s proportions does not guarantee that a person ever exhibited957
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an intransitive response cycle. Conversely, participants who satisfied WST might be found958

who have mixtures including intransitive preference patterns that remained hidden in tests959

of WST. Although it might seem an unlikely coincidence that mixtures would lead to such960

false conclusions, one can address that possibility directly by examining response patterns.961

It would be worthwhile to reanalyze those studies via TE models, to determine whether962

those data represent actual violations or satisfactions of transitivity, or if the violations or963

satisfactions of WST are merely artifacts resulting from mixtures.964

The review of Ranyard, et al. (2020) did not consider the findings of Birnbaum and Bahra965

(2012b), with 136 participants, nor of Birnbaum and Gutierrez (2007), who tested a total966

of 1405 participants. These two studies were designed to search not only for violations of967

transitivity that LS models can predict, but they also searched for patterns of data that LS968

models cannot predict. These two studies tested a property called interactive independence969

(Birnbaum, 2010), which must be satisfied by any LS model or mixture of LS models.970

Interactive independence is also implied by the SAD model.971

Interactive independence is illustrated in the following two choice problems (Birnbaum972

& Bahra, 2012b, p. 533): R= (95, 0.95; 5) versus S = (55, 0.95; 20) and R′ = (95, 0.10; 5)973

versus S′ = (55, 0.10; 20). According to interactive independence, S ≻ R ⇔ S′ ≻ R′. Like the974

LS model, the SAD model assumes that any attribute that is the same in both alternatives975

has no effect (in this example, probability is constant in both alternatives of each choice976

problem), so the decision should be based only on attributes that differ, which are the same977

in both choice problems. However, if probabilities and consequences interact (as they do in978

EU, TAX, CPT, Regret, and other models), then it is possible that R ≻ S and S′ ≻ R′.979

Birnbaum and Gutierrez (2007) and Birnbaum and Bahra (2012b) found very few people980

who showed systematic violations of transitivity, but even those few showed strong violations981

of interactive independence, as did those who satisfied transitivity. That finding means that982

neither a mixture of LS models nor the SAD model can be retained as descriptive, even for983
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those few cases who systematically violated transitivity. Because LS and SAD models can984

be rejected for these cases, we need another explanation for why those individuals violated985

transitivity. Birnbaum (2010) and Birnbaum and LaCroix (2008) reviewed other critical986

tests and data that also refute mixtures of LS models. Birnbaum (2010) concluded that this987

class of LS models can be rejected as descriptive for the vast majority of people tested.988

Davis-Stober, et al. (2019) also used the Tversky (1969) design and attempted to use989

Bayes factors to compare LS models with weak order models. Unlike LS mixture models990

proposed in Birnbaum (2010, 2013), they segregated LS models into those for which a decision991

maker examines either probability or prize first, but no participant could switch order of992

examination. They allowed participants to express indifference and tested them under the993

influence of alcohol or when sober. Because they did not analyze response patterns with994

replicates, however, they were not able to consider models in which there are both mixtures995

of true preferences and random error in the responses. They reported that about half of their996

participants were best fit by some form of LS model and half by some form of weak order.997

Because LS models can violate transitivity, their findings might seem to contradict earlier998

conclusions by Cavagnaro and Davis-Stober (2014), who like Regenwetter, et al. (2011), had999

used the same stimuli and concluded that almost all participants satisfied transitivity.1000

Because their analyses did not delve deeper than binary response proportions, Davis-1001

Stober, et al. (2019) could not determine whether or not people exhibited intransitive1002

preference patterns. Birnbaum (2012) had presented hypothetical data showing that LS1003

mixture models and linear order mixture models can lead to exactly the same binary response1004

proportions in a five stimulus (10 choice problem) design, so analyses that ignore pattern1005

information, as in Davis-Stober, et al. (2019) cannot be relied upon to correctly diagnose1006

theories that can be distinguished via TE analysis. It would seem worthwhile to analyze1007

experiments such as these using TE analysis of replicated response patterns, in order to1008

answer such interesting questions such as: Are preference patterns transitive? Does time1009
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pressure or alcohol affect error rates, the incidence of true intransitive cycles, or both? Does1010

time pressure or alcohol affect switching among true preference patterns?1011

A study by Müller-Trede, et al. (2015) reported violations of the TI in an experiment in1012

which unfamiliar dimensions or missing information was used by design to induce contextual1013

violations of transitivity. Because TI can be violated due to random error and because satis-1014

faction of TI does not rule out intransitivity, Müller-Trede (personal communication, January1015

3, 2020) reanalyzed those data using the TE model. He found that 5 of 22 participants in1016

Experiment 1 had estimates of probability of the predicted intransitive pattern significantly1017

exceeding 0; for these same 5, the authors had rejected the TI. Thus, TE reanalysis confirmed1018

the conclusion of intransitive preference in these cases.1019

The priority heuristic (Brandstätter, Gigerenzer, & Hertwig, 2006) is a variant of the1020

LS model of Tversky (1969), with some additional features. This model was constructed to1021

describe modal preferences in several previously published studies. Although the priority1022

heuristic was fairly accurate in fitting data that it had been designed to fit, it was quite bad1023

at describing previously published data that had not been considered in its construction, and1024

it was a complete failure in predicting results of new experiments designed to test its critical1025

implications (Birnbaum, 2008a, 2008b, 2010; Birnbaum & Bahra, 2012a, 2012b; Birnbaum1026

& LaCroix, 2008; Birnbaum & Gutierrez, 2007).1027

In response to critical reviews of the priority heuristic, Brandstätter, et al. (2008) con-1028

structed a more elaborate theory that employed a series of models to be applied in sequence.1029

First, a person would compare gambles by EV and if the ratio exceeds 2, select by EV; next,1030

a no-conflict solution would be sought using dominance detecting editing rules; then editing1031

rules such as cancellation of common branches would be applied, which might be followed by1032

"toting up" of consequences, followed by MPW, similarity, and the priority heuristic would1033

be invoked only if none of these other decision rules was decisive. The original priority1034

heuristic implies the transitive response pattern 211 in the present study (which accounts for1035
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9% in Table 4), but in the more elaborate theory, MPW rule would take precedent (Pattern1036

111, also 9%). So, neither original nor revised priority heuristic (including MPW) describes1037

these data very well.1038

Brandstätter, et al. (2008) described the revised complex theory as an example of the1039

adaptive toolbox approach (Gigerenzer, 2001), which holds that people have many cognitive1040

tools in their toolbox. Presumably, people have a deciding mechanism which decides the1041

appropriate tool to use in each situation. Specifying that higher-order decision rule would1042

make this approach testable. Birnbaum (2008c) noted that even with the complex sequence,1043

the revised set of heuristics in Brandstätter, et al. (2008) does not correctly predict modal1044

behavior in a number of studies, including tests of interactive independence. Birnbaum1045

(2008c) remarked that what seems odd in that approach is not what is included in the1046

adaptive toolbox, but what is apparently excluded. It is as if the toolbox can contain only1047

drills, chisels, and saws, but no vice, nails, screws, or glue. The approach of Brandstätter,1048

et al. (2006, 2008) seems to assume that people are not capable of aggregating attributes by1049

any process that involves trade-offs or interactions.1050

Day and Loomes (2010) tested implications of regret theory for preference patterns in a1051

test of the "common ratio" effect. They found that for one set of gambles, A = (40, 0.4;1052

0), B = (25, 0.6; 0), C = (15, 0.8; 0), the incidence of the intransitive, 222, cycle exceeded1053

that of the opposite intransitive pattern, 111. However, when the probabilities were scaled1054

down (divided by 4), A′ = (40, 0.1; 0), B′ = (25, 0.15; 0), C′ = (15, 0.2; 0), the 1111055

pattern was more frequent than the 222. Such inequality (aka "asymmetry") was once taken1056

as evidence of intransitive preferences. Day and Loomes noted any systematic changes of1057

preferences would be evidence against the original form of regret theory, which used objective1058

probabilities; further, regret theory allows only the 222 cycles in both triples, so any change1059

to 111 intransitive cycles would violate the theory. Day and Loomes (2010) concluded that1060

given their analyses, they were not able to distinguish two theories of their data: a transitive1061
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model with errors versus a revision of regret theory that used a transformation of probability.1062

Had they used replications, they might have distinguished these theories via TE analysis,1063

and they could also have tested other theories that can handle such results. As acknowledged1064

by Day and Loomes (2010), asymmetric incidences of intransitive cycles are compatible with1065

a purely transitive model. For example, suppose in the first triple (A, B, C), there is only1066

one true, transitive preference pattern, 221 (p221 = 1); suppose e1 = e2 = e3 = 0.2 and n =1067

100 subjects; TE implies (rounded to the nearest integer) 13 cases of 222 and 3 cases of 111,1068

not far from the 10 and 4 cases observed by Day and Loomes (2010). Now suppose that in1069

the scaled down triple (A′, B′, C′), the single true pattern changed to 112 (preference for1070

the riskier gambles), so p112 = 1, with the same errors: frequencies of the intransitive cycles1071

would now be predicted to be 3 of Pattern 222 and 13 of 111, not far from the observed 31072

and 14. Thus, one can reproduce changing asymmetry of intransitive cycles via a TE model,1073

without assuming any intransitive preferences, if one simply assumes that as the probabilities1074

are reduced, people shift from preference for "safer" to preference for "riskier" gambles.1075

The TE model provides a second way to reverse asymmetry of intransitive response cycles,1076

without even assuming that true preferences changed. For example, suppose p221 = 1, and1077

e1 = 0.4, e2 = 0.3, and e3 = 0.1, then with n = 100, the predicted incidences of 111 and 2221078

are about 11 and 4; however, if the error rates changed to the following: e1 = 0.1, e2 = 0.3,1079

and e3 = 0.4, then expected incidences are 2 and 25. A third possibility is that changing1080

intransitive cycles are indeed produced by changing intransitive true preferences. If this1081

experiment were conducted with replications, one could use the TE model to distinguish1082

these three possible theories of the changing asymmetry of intransitive response cycles in1083

such studies as Day and Loomes (2010).1084
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4.4 Extending True and Error Modelling1085

The TE fitting model used here is a special case of TET that imposes simplifying approx-1086

imations. In TE theory, a person might change true preferences at any time, but the TE1087

fitting model used here assumes that true preferences are invariant within each brief session;1088

a person might change true preferences between sessions. That means that any reversals1089

of preference between two replications in the same session are attributed to random errors.1090

The average error rates in Table 5 ranged from 0.06 to 0.09, or an average of 14% preference1091

reversals within sessions.1092

A reviewer questioned the role of the simplifying assumption that people have invariant1093

true preferences within sessions. There are three ways to address the issue: First, one1094

can examine robustness with respect to violations of the assumption, as in Birnbaum and1095

Quan (2020), who simulated data from MARTER models that were either transitive or1096

intransitive and in which true changes of preference might occur within sessions (violation)1097

or only between sessions. They found that when the model used to generate the data violated1098

the simplifying assumptions, the fitting model used here produced estimates of error terms1099

that were slightly inflated relative to those used to generate the data. They also found1100

that the violations could be detected in tests of the TE model. They also found that the1101

statistical test of transitivity was robust: that is, the test still correctly distinguished cases1102

that were generated from transitive or intransitive processes. The estimated parameters were1103

slightly affected, but not enough to make a material difference in the conclusions in the cases1104

examined. Therefore, one might infer that actual error rates might be even slightly smaller1105

than those reported in Table 5.1106

A second way to address this issue would be to develop a new method for fitting a1107

TE model that does not make the simplifying assumption, but instead estimates the exact1108

time(s) when people changed true preferences. Instead of fitting crosstabulation data (e.g.,1109

as in Table 3), this new approach would fit TET directly to the raw data (e.g., as in Table1110
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2). From visual inspection of Table 2, it appears that S20 had a major change of behavior1111

between Sessions 21 and 22. But perhaps S20 changed true preferences somewhere during1112

Session 21. The goals of this new approach would be (1) to solve precisely for the trial(s) on1113

which true preferences changed and (2) to determine which "true" preference pattern was1114

active on any given trial. A possible drawback of this approach is that although it would1115

indeed provide a better fit, it would require the estimation of additional parameters for each1116

participant. In return for these extra parameters, the model would represent more detail in1117

the data.1118

MARTER models allow a person to change true preferences at any time, but they do not1119

attempt to identify when the changes occur. Methods for fitting MARTER models using1120

Markov modelling programs, are described in Birnbaum and Wan (2020); those methods1121

require even more extensive data than are available in this study, in order to estimate the1122

Markov transition matrix and the error structure.1123

A third way to address this issue is to compare the modelling assumptions used in the1124

TE fitting model to the much more restrictive iid assumptions used in certain random utility1125

or random preference models and in the Qtest approach of Regenwetter, et al. (2014) and1126

of Zwilling, et al. (2019). The assumption of iid seems implausible, because if you ask an1127

adult the same question twice in succession, you likely to get the same answer, but if you1128

ask it on different occasions, you can get different answers. Regenwetter, et al. (2011) used1129

intervening filler trials between any repetition of related choice problems, which they assumed1130

would cause people to randomly change true preferences, but they did not manipulate the1131

number of fillers, nor did they test their assumption. Birnbaum (2012) tested iid in the main1132

portion of the Regenwetter, et al. study and reported that iid was significantly violated. Cha,1133

et al. (2013) then argued that iid might be satisfied for the filler trials which also formed1134

tests of transitivity, so Birnbaum (2013) reanalyzed those data and found that iid could be1135

rejected in those portions of that study as well. The assumption that people maintain the1136
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same true preferences within a brief session seems more plausible than the assumption that1137

people randomly change true preferences between any two presentations, if a few filler trials1138

are inserted between them.1139

Birnbaum and Bahra (2012a, 2012b) tested violations of iid in studies with differing1140

numbers of trials intervening between two replications within sessions, and different amounts1141

of time between sessions, including sessions spaced a week apart. Even with the greatest1142

number of intervening trials and time between replications and repetitions, overwhelming1143

evidence against iid was observed in every condition. They did not find an experimental1144

procedure that eliminated strong violations of iid.1145

There is overwhelming evidence that iid is systematically violated in the data of the1146

present study, and there are clear results showing that if iid is violated, analysis via the out-1147

dated approaches based on iid can easily lead to wrong conclusions regarding transitivity1148

(Birnbaum & Wan, 2020). So, comparing the behavioral plausibility, the empirical evidence,1149

and the potential theoretical pitfalls, the assumptions of the TE fitting model that people1150

do not change their minds within a brief session strike me as more plausible, more consistent1151

with evidence, and more innocuous than rival assumption that people change their minds1152

randomly on every trial, even if we use a few fillers between trials.1153

Rather than resist the overwhelming and growing body of evidence of violation of iid in1154

order to justify off-the-shelf methods of analysis that do not even clearly answer the questions1155

we wish answered, I think we should model the violations of iid and take advantage of the1156

information they provide. Model analysis of response patterns provides the information to1157

address important questions that cannot be properly addressed by those older methods. In1158

order to do this best, I would advise researchers to include replications of each choice problem1159

within sessions and analyze response patterns rather than cling to analyses of binary response1160

proportions.1161
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4.5 Concluding Comments1162

There appear to be three "big picture" perspectives a theoretician might take regarding these1163

results and what we ask a theory to do. First, one might adopt the view that at our current1164

level of knowledge, theoreticians need concern themselves only with explaining the behavior1165

of the majority. From that perspective, these results do not rule out transitive models as1166

representations of majority behavior. Second, one might view a systematic 14% intransitive1167

behavior as the tip of an iceberg that could be perilous to ignore. From that perspective,1168

the challenge is to reveal the entire iceberg by developing a theory that can account not1169

only for the observed incidence of transitive and intransitive cycles in special studies like this1170

one, but that also explains other major phenomena of risky decision making. Third, from1171

the perspective of one who desires to explain even more detail in the data, the challenge is1172

to explain differences among individuals and why individuals change their behavior between1173

sessions within an experiment. One might seek a decision model that is more accurate than1174

ADM and more specific than MARTER or TE models, in which all of the behavior can be1175

described.1176

Appendix1177

Table 8 presents the modal response pattern (most frequent) for each person and each choice1178

triple. In addition, a second most frequent response pattern is listed in cases where there ap-1179

pears to be a mixture of response patterns within a triple over sessions. This table separates1180

two sources of the mixtures represented in Table 5, which combine triples and sessions. For1181

examples, S16 used the same response pattern (212) consistently in all triples throughout the1182

study; S17 responded consistently 111 in both T1 and T2 but most often responded 121 in1183

T3 and T4; S05 had similar mixtures of 212 and 112 in all 4 triples; S20 had both sources of1184

variation, having different modal patterns for different triples and showing mixtures within1185
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triples over time (See Table 2).1186
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Table 1: Preference Patterns and Compatible Decision Rules

Preference Pattern B&P notation Compatible Decision Rules/Models

111 123 MPW, ADM

112 121 MEDIAN

121 133 MAX; EV, EU, ADM

122 131 Number "sufficing" (> $12) prizes

211 223 MIN; EU, ADM

212 221 ADM, prior TAX

221 233 EU, ADM, prior CPT

222 231 ADM (regret)

Notes: X = (15, 15, 3), Y = (10, 10, 10), Z = (27, 5, 5); 111 denotes preference for

X, Y, and Z in choices XY, YZ, and ZX, respectively. Patterns 111 and 222 are

intransitive; "B&P notation" indicates Butler and Pogrebna (2018) notation,

in which 1, 2, and 3 are used to denote preference for X, Y, or Z, respectively

in Choices XY, YZ, and ZX. MIN, MEDIAN, MAX rules choose gamble with best

Minimum, Median, or Maximum prize; MPW = Most Probable Winner;

EU = Expected utility; EV = Expected value; ADM = Additive Difference Model.
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Table 2: Response Patterns and Within-session Agreement for Participant S20

Session T1 R1 T1 R2 T2 R1 T2 R2 T3 R1 T3 R2 T4 R1 T4 R2 Agree

1 212 112 212 212 212 212 122 222 10

2 212 212 212 212 212 212 122 222 11

3 212 212 212 211 111 211 221 222 9

4 212 112 111 112 121 122 122 222 8

5 212 112 112 212 122 221 112 122 7

6 212 112 212 112 222 222 122 222 9

7 212 212 212 212 122 122 221 222 11

8 112 212 212 212 212 222 122 111 8

9 112 112 212 212 112 222 222 122 9

10 112 212 212 212 112 122 222 122 9

11 112 212 212 112 112 122 122 122 9

12 212 212 112 212 222 222 122 222 10

13 212 212 212 212 222 222 221 222 11

14 212 212 212 212 222 221 222 121 9

15 211 212 212 212 122 122 112 122 10

16 212 212 212 211 112 222 121 122 8

17 212 212 212 212 122 222 122 221 9

18 212 212 212 212 122 121 221 121 10

19 212 212 212 212 122 222 222 212 10

20 212 212 212 212 212 221 211 222 8

21 211 212 211 211 112 111 212 122 8

22 111 111 111 111 111 121 111 111 11

23 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 12

24 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 12

25 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 12

26 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 12

27 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 12

28 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 12

29 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 12

30 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 12

Note: 111 is the intransitive pattern predicted by most probable winner (MPW) rule.
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Table 3: Crosstabulation. Frequencies of Response Patterns in First (Rows) and Second
(Columns) Repetitions for Participant S20

Rep 1 111 112 121 122 211 212 221 222 Sum

111 35 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 38

112 1 1 0 4 0 5 0 2 13

121 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2

122 1 0 1 3 0 0 2 7 14

211 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 4

212 0 6 0 1 2 26 1 1 37

221 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 4

222 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 3 8

Sum 37 8 4 12 4 34 4 17 120

Total n = 120 = 4 Triples by 30 Sessions, each based on 6 responses (3 choice

problems by 2 repetitions) per triple, or 720 binary choices. 111 is the intransitive

pattern predicted by most probable winner rule.

Table 4: Parameter Estimates for each Triple of Choice Problems in the Group True and
Error Model

Analysis e1 e2 e3 p111 p112 p121 p122 p211 p212 p221 p222

Triple 1 0.08 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.02 0.15 0.05 0.11 0.50 0.02 0.04

Triple 2 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.11 0.02 0.15 0.03 0.12 0.50 0.03 0.03

Triple 3 0.09 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.12 0.25 0.15 0.06 0.28 0.06 0.00

Triple 4 0.08 0.06 0.10 0.08 0.01 0.25 0.04 0.08 0.33 0.07 0.13

MEAN 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.04 0.20 0.07 0.09 0.40 0.04 0.05

gTET 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.04 0.20 0.07 0.09 0.41 0.05 0.05

Note: Parameters estimated from TE8x8_fit.xlsx.
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Table 5: Within-session Agreement, Conformity to Transparent Dominance, and Parameter
Estimates in the True and Error Model

Case Agree Dom e1 e2 e3 p111 p112 p121 p122 p211 p212 p221 p222

S16 99 00 01 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 100 00 00

S24 99 00 01 00 01 00 00 00 00 00 100 00 00

S02 84 20 13 04 10 00 04 02 00 02 90 00 02

S11 76 30 15 14 13 00 00 05 02 09 80 02 02

S05 78 42 18 08 12 00 08 02 03 00 83 04 00

S04 96 97 02 02 02 00 27 00 00 00 73 00 00

S10 63 78 24 19 29 00 16 00 05 13 65 01 00

S08 63 62 27 23 23 09 17 05 12 01 51 04 01

S22 60 68 25 21 33 00 00 06 10 01 72 11 00

S18 92 88 04 07 02 00 12 00 03 00 77 00 08

S13 97 100 02 03 00 00 02 00 24 00 56 00 19

S15 96 100 02 03 01 00 01 00 27 00 50 00 22

S20 83 95 13 06 09 34 01 00 15 00 39 01 11

S12 92 100 04 02 08 95 04 00 01 00 00 00 00

S17 95 100 00 04 03 52 00 48 00 00 00 00 00

S21 99 100 00 00 01 00 00 100 00 00 00 00 00

S14 80 78 18 03 15 02 00 96 01 00 00 02 00

S07 86 88 09 06 08 00 01 79 03 13 03 00 00

S23 88 100 05 01 15 00 00 36 05 00 00 27 33

S03 96 100 01 04 01 01 00 07 01 47 00 44 00

S06 99 98 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 100 00 00 00

S01 80 100 03 10 22 00 09 37 54 00 00 00 00

MEAN 86 75 08 06 09 09 05 19 08 08 43 04 04

Note: Agree = mean percentage agreement within session, Dom = percentage

conformance to transparent dominance; Parameters estimated from TE8x8_fit.xlsx.

Values are shown as percentages, so 01 indicates 0.01 and 100 indicates 1.00.
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Table 6: Tests of TE, Transitivity, and Response Independence

Case G TE (53) G Trans (2) G Resp Indep (60)

S16 1.44 0.00 1.44

S24 3.27 0.00 3.27

S02 52.35 5.88 84.66

S11 63.43 0.65 103.97

S05 107.60 0.00 133.87

S04 28.58 0.00 130.27

S10 70.68 0.00 79.21

S08 55.66 2.37 76.94

S22 69.62 0.00 93.63

S18 27.59 21.51 110.28

S13 17.22 81.04 273.51

S15 22.91 95.63 284.88

S20 83.83 102.58 317.48

S12 55.77 171.93 67.81

S17 15.59 102.65 117.82

S21 2.79 0.00 2.79

S14 46.83 3.95 53.28

S07 112.95 0.00 250.77

S23 23.51 41.87 156.03

S03 52.23 6.67 219.65

S06 2.80 0.00 2.80

S01 41.91 0.00 69.13

Notes: TE = True and Error Model, Trans = Transitivity,

Resp Indep = Response independence; Critical values of χ2 for

α = 0.01, with df = 53, 2, and 60 are 79.84, 9.21, and 88.38,

respectively.
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Table 7: Tests of iid
Case Mean Var pV r pr

S16 0.19 0.17 1.000 -0.42 0.657

S24 0.32 0.26 1.000 0.18 0.861

S02 5.60 16.37 0.000 0.88 0.000

S11 8.66 21.57 0.000 0.91 0.000

S05 7.31 28.16 0.000 0.79 0.007

S04 1.30 2.71 0.000 0.90 0.000

S10 10.19 12.19 0.000 0.37 0.286

S08 11.77 13.67 0.000 0.72 0.001

S22 11.54 15.80 0.000 0.67 0.004

S18 3.76 4.99 0.000 0.71 0.031

S13 1.28 2.00 0.001 0.90 0.000

S15 1.17 1.92 0.003 0.78 0.085

S20 9.62 31.59 0.000 0.96 0.000

S12 2.40 5.18 0.000 0.53 0.354

S17 1.38 2.49 0.001 0.87 0.002

S21 0.12 0.11 1.000 0.04 0.970

S14 5.25 7.49 0.000 0.90 0.000

S07 7.16 46.85 0.000 0.96 0.000

S23 4.70 5.90 0.000 0.97 0.000

S03 2.29 11.46 0.000 0.89 0.000

S06 0.13 0.12 1.000 0.03 0.976

S01 6.07 7.29 0.000 0.90 0.000

Notes: Mean and Var are the mean and variance of the number

of preference reversals between sessions; r is the correlation

between the mean number of preference reversals between

sessions and the gap between sessions; Estimated p−values are

based on 10,000 random permutations (Birnbaum, 2012).
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Table 8: Modal response patterns and secondary patterns

Choice Triple

Case T1 T2 T3 T4

S16 212 212 212 212

S24 212 212 212 212

S02 212, 112 212 212, 112 212, 112

S11 212, 211 212, 211 212 212, 211

S05 212, 112 212, 112 212, 112 212, 112

S04 212 212, 112 112 212

S10 212, 112 212, 211 112, 212 211, 212

S08 212, 112 212, 112 212, 112 112, 212

S22 212, 221 212, 221 212, 122 212, 221

S18 212, 222 212 112, 212 212, 222

S13 212 212 122, 112 222, 212

S15 212 212 122, 112 222

S20 212, 111 212, 111 111, 222 111, 122

S12 111 111, 112 111 111, 112

S17 111 111 121, 111 121

S21 121 121 121 121

S14 121, 122 121, 221 121, 221 121, 122

S07 121, 211 121, 211 121, 211 121, 211

S23 222, 221 222, 221 121 121, 221

S03 211 211 221 221, 121

S06 211 211 211 211

S01 122, 121 122, 121 121, 122 121, 122

Notes: First response pattern listed is the modal choice for each triple.

Secondary patterns (if listed) indicate the next most frequent pattern.
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